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Green Business Showcase, part of
the International Festival for
Business 2014
Meet the Team
In this issue we meet Alex Hutchinson,
Recycling Manager

Alex has full responsibility for finding a
new use for the equipment we receive. By
using a variety of methods including end
user sales, bulk trade deals, and charitable
donations. His focus is to re-use as much
equipment as possible, ideally keeping it
within the UK and adhering to our policy
of zero equipment leaving Canopus going
to landfill.

“It is every company’s responsibility under
the waste regulations 2011 to apply the
hierarchy of waste to all disposals.
Canopus’ industry leading approach to
deleting data rather than destroying hard
drives means that more equipment is
re-used. This is the most favoured option
once it has been determined equipment
has to be disposed of”

Canopus Solutions were delighted to be exhibiting at the Green Business
Showcase, which was part of the international festival for business 2014 held in
Liverpool. Tim Oldershaw, Technical Director said “This was a fantastic
opportunity to talk with businesses from the local community as well as the rest of
the UK and the world about our green credentials and how we can help them
become greener in their approach to disposal of IT and Waste Electronic
Equipment (WEEE).”
In addition to exhibiting, Canopus
also sponsored the Business Swap
Shop, an innovative and creative
way to redistribute waste and save
unwanted items and old business
assets ending in landfill. Adrian
Fillingham,
Project
Manager
observed “This was an interesting
way for businesses to identify
equipment they no longer needed/
wanted and to ask for equipment they did need. In addition it was a great
opportunity for us to build relationships with companies looking to recycle
equipment in a more ethical way.”

Why Choose Data Erasure?
Companies are obliged under the data
protection act to ensure sensitive information is
removed from IT equipment when it is disposed
of. As part of the showcase we demonstrated
Tabernus’ latest data erasure solution.
Data destruction is the only fully auditable process that provides certification to
prove all data has been deleted from the hard drives. The process also records
make, model and serial number of both drive and host machine, thus enabling
companies to ensure asset records are maintained.
It is a green solution. Both the hard drive and the host machine remain intact and
can be reused as intended.

Alex Hutchinson—Recycling Manager

Contact Alex now to discuss your second
user equipment needs.

MOB: 07736 818224

Physically destroyed hard drives still need to be sent for certified recycling which
may not record details of the drive, i.e. serial number, making it difficult to prove
the drive has been recycled and the data has been destroyed.
If you would like more information, please contact
info@thinkcanopus.co.uk or call us on
0844 4127541

@: Alex.hutchinson@thinkcanopus.co.uk
2 Margaret Street,
London, W1W 8RD
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